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A vision of how
Frome could
look in 2030
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of your Frome Times to
coincide with COP26.
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BATH STREET FULLY
PEDESTRIANISED
‘The Children’s
Forest’ fires the
imagination

Frome resident is youngest
ever to complete
record-breaking cycle route

CATHERINE Hill, aged 9,
has become the youngest person ever to cycle the new
Land’s
End
to
John
O’Groats cycle path.
The bike highway, which
was completed this year and
runs through Frome, is now the
longest continuous segregated
cycle path in the world. Catherine rode her new ebike with her
parents along the 900+ miles of
the path during the Easter holidays.
“The new path is so much
fun! We saw loads of animals
and stayed at some really cool
campsites on the way. It was
my favourite holiday ever.”
said Catherine.
Long-distance cycling has
enjoyed a boom in recent years
as ebikes have made long journeys possible and even enjoyable for an increasingly diverse
range of people.
The opening of the path is a

significant moment in the UK’s
move towards sustainable
travel. The route makes use of
former roads that have seen a
huge decline in traffic, as a result of people ditching their
cars in favour of life on two
wheels.
With electric bikes, scooters
and wheelchairs allowing people to find the level of exercise
that’s right for them, this trend
looks set to continue. In fact,
Catherine’s record may already
be under threat. Her cousin
Cley, from Wiltshire, is three
months younger and is now inspired to take on the challenge
himself. But there’s just one
hitch. “I haven’t got my own
ebike yet so I need to ask
Catherine if I can borrow hers.”
Catherine declined to comment on his request. Frome
Times will bring you the latest
developments as we get them.
Christian Moore

COP 35 COMES
TO FROME
ALMOST exactly nine years
ago, our very own Frome
Blackbirds ‘flew’ from the
Market Place to Glasgow’s
Event Campus to ‘Sound the
Alarm’ at COP 26. Now, COP
is coming to Frome!
The nine Blackbirds had already been a hit with the world
media in Cornwall after their
appearance at the G7 conference. They then chose to fly
once more, this time to the
ground-breaking, Covid-ridden
and planet-changing Conference
of the Parties (or COP) in 2021.
The message of the blackbirds
was: “We all need to listen to
nature and ask our leaders to
take action to halt the decline of
our ecological systems.” And at
that conference the alarm call
of the blackbird was finally
heeded.
The stark, beautiful black and
yellow costumes designed by
Dulcie Best, world-leading costume designer, have once again
been taken out of mothballs and
donned to celebrate the news
that Frome has been chosen to
host one of the 35 ‘People’s assemblies’ which will be held in
towns all over the world. These
will replace the COP, yet will
still be called COP, as the three
letters will now stand for a Conference of the People.

People’s assemblies have
long been a way to discuss issues or make decisions collectively. This can help ensure that
all voices are heard and valued
equally, and no one person or
political party can dominate the
decision-making process. This
is just one of the ways in which
countries have recently been attempting to work together to
share ideas and resources.
Frome representatives are extremely excited about the
prospect of having a say in
working towards a healthier and
more biodiverse future for both
people and planet, and anyone
interested in taking part is urged
to contact the Council via the
usual portal.
Alex Hart
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FROME town centre is officially car free as
the entirety of Bath Street opens up almost
exclusively to pedestrians.
The road, stretching from The Cornerhouse
roundabout down to the corner of Willow Vale,
is now permanently closed to all motorised
traffic, save for the Frome Tramline, electric
emergency vehicles, and deliveries to high
street businesses. After a year of work transforming Bath Street into an elongated parklike area for pedestrians with trees, planters,
benches, wildflowers, and bicycle storage, it
marks the final step in making Frome town
centre fully traffic-free.
“Road incidents in the town centre are now
a thing of the past,” Felicity Whelks, the Town
Council’s Officer for Sustainable Transport
tells Frome Times. “It’s nice to finally have the
opportunity to walk through our town without
the fear of being flattened. We’ve reclaimed
our streets, and having a bit of fresh air along
the way makes walking through town feel genuinely healthy and invigorating.”
Private transport is one of the world’s highest emitters of greenhouse gasses. An average
petrol car produces more than twice the

amount of CO2 per kilometre than that of a
public bus. But only half the issue was related
to pollution. “The pedestrianisation of Frome,
not limited to its town centre, is already having a dramatic effect on our communities,”
adds Whelks. “Children play on the streets,
adults share a cuppa outside their front doors.
And restaurants and cafes have some very attractive outdoor dining spaces in the warmer
months.
For many of us, all these things felt like a
complete pipedream, when we had no faith
that policymakers would take adequate action
to address runaway carbon emissions. This
just proves that the world can change quickly
when the desire to do so is there.”
Early car-cutting schemes in Hamburg and
Toulouse found that they resulted in increased
community activity and improved public
health. Bath Street’s transformation follows
similar initiatives in Frome, such as the recently completed tram network spanning the
whole town. After the success of the Warminster line, work is now underway to link Frome
with Wells and Shepton Mallet.
Hugh Thomas

A MAJOR new exhibition
opens at Black Swan Arts in
Frome this week showing
powerful work from local
artists and school children to
celebrate five years of the
Frome Children’s Forest.
In 2022 a groundbreaking
partnership was forged between the schools of Frome,
Frome Town Council, and
local farmers. Over the next
three years volunteers - including hundreds of school children
- walked the periphery of
Frome and studied maps and
deeds. They looked at unused
farm-land, hedges, ponds,
ditches and field margins pockets of land that could be
returned to nature. They negotiated, fundraised and persuaded - and together they
patched together a wide
‘wildlife corridor’ fully encircling the town of Frome.
Every child in Frome helps
tend to it and to document what
is growing and living there.
Returning to sites their school
or group has adopted every
season through their school
years, and working alongside

farmers and wildlife experts,
children learn about the importance of biodiversity first hand,
taught by the returning voles,
dragonflies and hedgehogs.
The Mayor of Frome says,
“Not only does the Frome Children’s Forest support the selfhealing of nature and the
development of rich ecosystems, sustainable stewardship
of land has also done wonders
for local people’s sense of
agency. It is a delight to see a
generation for whom ecological responsibility is second nature.”
As well as Somerset
Wildlife Trust announcing
plans to establish a Children’s
Forest around every town in
Somerset, the Forest is extending its reach into the centre of
town. Since the Frome Tramline was established, car travel
has significantly decreased,
and a number of carparks have
been reclaimed by nature. The
latest addition to the now wild
carparks is a night sky viewing
platform for all to enjoy a
touch of star spotting.
Wendy Hubbard

Frome’s last car ready for towing by Ned Garnett

ACTIVE TRAVEL
ACCELERATES IN FROME
THE new trams are not
deterring kids from actively
travelling to school!
The annual School Streets
survey has shown that most
children in the town are walking, cycling, scooting or hoverboarding to school thanks to the
shorter school day.
The results found that the new
10am school start gave children
not only time for a full night's
sleep, but also extra energy and
time to get to school in an active
way – a winning combination of
fresh-air, freedom and fun.
Student, Stuart Getup said, “I
really enjoy my journey to
school. I can get there way
quicker now I’m not stuck in the
car, and I feel much less stressed
by the end of the day! It’s also a
nice way to spend time with
Mum and Dad before school
starts as we go wildlife watching
– I spotted 3 water voles in the
river yesterday!”
Active travel is extremely
beneficial for learning as well as

Library of Things
spreads nationwide
offering a big wellbeing boost,
and thanks to the School Streets
project over 90% of Frome
school children now actively
travel. Teachers have also found
that the children’s interest and
focus has greatly improved, and
homework submissions have
doubled with far fewer incidents
of dogs devouring the paperwork overnight.

The significant decrease in air
pollution is due to the town’s
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure plans introduced in
the mid 2020’s and the new tram
system. This means Frome is now
far below guideline limits and has
led to the town being recognised
and highly commended by the
National Air Agency as “leading
the way in air safety”.

IT’S time to celebrate as the
UK’s 50th Library of Things
opens its doors!
There are now 50 sharing libraries across the UK, and the
latest is packed full of useful
items to borrow from games for
your street party to tools for
your garden.
Born and bred in Frome,
SHARE:Frome was the first of
its kind in 2015, a social initiative by Edventure:Frome in association with Frome Town
Council and The Cheese &
Grain.
SHARE:Frome’s Manager

said, “We have always planned
to have a nationwide network of
federated Libraries of Things, so
to see yet another community
become borrowers and save
money and space in their homes
while reducing their carbon
footprint is a dream come true.”
In 2029, Frome’s Library of
Things saved users 1990 tonnes
of greenhouse gas emissions,
2540 tonnes of raw material use
and 220 tonnes of manufacturing waste.
To find out more about the
famous Library of Things head
over to https://sharefrome.org/.
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